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The Palgrave Encyclopedia
of Imperialism and AntiImperialism - Immanuel Ness
2016-04-29
The Palgrave Encyclopedia
Imperialism and AntiImperialism objectively
presents the prominent
economics-question-papers-from-2000-2013-download

themes, epochal events,
theoretical explanations, and
historical accounts of
imperialism from 1776 to the
present. It is the most
historically and academically
comprehensive examination of
the subject to date.
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The Political Economy of
Financial Development in
Malaysia - Lena Rethel
2020-12-21
Current inquiries into the
political economy of financial
policymaking in Malaysia tend
to focus on the high-level
drama of crisis politics or
simply point to the limited
impact of post-crisis financial
reforms, given that politicobusiness relations have
remained close. In so doing,
pundits ignore a number of
intriguing questions: what is
the relationship between
financial development and
financialisation and how has it
played out in the Malaysian
context? And more generally:
how can a country like
Malaysia become significantly
more financially developed, yet
fail to emancipate the financial
system from political control; a
core element of the financial
development discourse? To
unravel the complexities of this
puzzle, this book subjects the
history and contemporary
practices of financial
policymaking in Malaysia to
scrutiny. It argues that to
economics-question-papers-from-2000-2013-download

understand financial
development in Malaysia, its
progress and reversals, it is
important to conceptualise it as
a political, rather than a merely
technical process. In so doing,
the book echoes a more
profound concern in the
political economy literature,
namely the evolving
relationship between states
and markets, and the supposed
retreat or reassertion of the
state at a time of increasing
(financial) globalisation. The
book can generate further
insights into the evolving role
of the state with regard to
broader processes of
development and
marketisation, as they relate
specifically to finance.
Handbook of Research
Methods and Applications in
Economic Geography - Charlie
Karlsson 2015-02-27
The main purpose of this
Handbook is to provide
overviews and assessments of
the state-of-the-art regarding
research methods, approaches
and applications central to
economic geography. The
chapters are written by
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distinguished researchers from
a variet
The Dynamics of
Entrepreneurship - Maria
Minniti 2013-02-14
As governments across the
world look to entrepreneurship
as a way to increase the wealth
and well-being of their
countries, this volume brings
together leading scholars to
provide a comprehensive
overview of entrepreneurial
activity based on empirical
data.
Delivering Sustainable
Growth in Africa - Takahiro
Fukunishi 2013-12-17
The purpose of this book is to
fill the lack of micro evidences
on a structural change of
African producers. By
collecting studies on single
industries, we attempt to
demonstrate firms' and
farmers' responses to the
recent economic trend such as
growth of demand, emergence
of FDI and improvement in
infrastructure.
Raw Materials for Future
Energy Supply - Friedrich-W.
Wellmer 2018-06-25
This is the first book that
economics-question-papers-from-2000-2013-download

analyses the future raw
materials supply from the
demand side of a society that
chiefly relies on renewable
energies, which is of great
significance for us all. It
addresses primary and
secondary resources and
substitution, not only from
technical but also
socioeconomic and ethical
points of view. The
“Energiewende” (Energy
Transition) will change our
consumption of natural
resources significantly. When
in future our energy
requirements will be covered
mostly by wind, solar power
and biomass, we will need less
coal, oil and natural gas.
However, the consumption of
minerals, especially metallic
resources, will increase to
build wind generators, solar
panels or energy storage
facilities. Besides e.g. copper,
nickel or cobalt, rare earth
elements and other high-tech
elements will be increasingly
used. With regard to primary
metals, Germany is 100 %
import dependent; only
secondary material is produced
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within Germany. Though
sufficient geological primary
resources exist worldwide,
their availability on the market
is crucial. The future supply of
the market is dependent on the
development of prices, the
transparency of the market and
the question of social and
ethical standards in the raw
materials industry, as well as
the social license to operate,
which especially applies to
mining. The book offers a
valuable resource for everyone
interested in the future raw
material supply of our way of
life, which will involve more
and more renewable energies.
Retirement in Japan and
South Korea - Masa Higo
2015-04-10
This book analyses reforms to
retirement policies in Japan
and South Korea, especially in
the context of rapid population
ageing. A defining feature of
the labour markets and
workplaces in these two
nations, and the lives of
workers and families, is
involuntary retirement at
relatively young ages. The book
explains past developments
economics-question-papers-from-2000-2013-download

and recent reforms of
retirement policies both in the
two countries, as well as in a
cross-national comparative
manner. At the core of the book
is an examination of the social,
economic and political conflicts
around retirement, such as
between younger and older
workers, between employers
and governments, and between
employers and workers. The
policy recommendations
offered apply not only to Japan
and South Korea, but also to
other nations such as China.
The volume is of value
particularly for those
interested in labour markets
and workplaces, population
ageing and contemporary East
Asia, in addition to those
studying retirement and
pensions. Policymakers,
business leaders, worker
organizations, researchers and
students will benefit from the
insights about the past, present
and future of retirement.
Limits of the Numerical Christopher Newfield
2022-06-24
This collection examines the
uses of quantification in
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climate science, higher
education, and health.
Numbers may seem fragile-they are, after all, frequent
objects of obfuscation or
outright denial--but they have
also never been more
influential in our society,
figuring into everything from
college rankings to vaccine
efficacy rates. This timely
collection by a diverse group of
humanists and social scientists
challenges undue reverence or
skepticism toward
quantification and shows how it
can be a force for good despite
its many abuses. Limits of the
Numerical focuses on
quantification in several
contexts: the role of numerical
estimates and targets in
explaining and planning for
climate change; the
quantification of outcomes in
teaching and research; and
numbers representing health,
the effectiveness of medical
interventions, and well-being
more broadly. The authors
complicate our understanding
of these numbers, uncovering,
for example, epistemic
problems with some core
economics-question-papers-from-2000-2013-download

numbers in climate science.
But their theme is less the
problems revealed by case
studies than the
methodological issues common
to them all. This volume shows
the many ways that qualitative
and quantitative approaches
can productively interact--how
the limits of the numerical can
be overcome through equitable
partnerships with historical,
institutional, and philosophical
analysis.
Methodology of Islamic
Economics - Necmettin
Kizilkaya 2019-12-03
In its pursuit to equip the
reader with a basic knowledge
of Islamic economics, this book
divulges the micro-foundations
of the discipline, and highlights
the predominant schools of
thought that exist in the field.
It explains, in simple terms,
what Islamic economics entails
and how it can be studied as a
science in relation to the Holy
Quran, the Sunnah and the
Islamic intellectual tradition
based on these two sources.
The book familiarizes the
reader with knowledge of the
basic maxims of the discipline.
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It then establishes the
arguments that are presented
by the proponents of religionbased economics, specifically
Islam, and apprises readers
about the aforementioned
schools as they exist. A number
of chapters consider the
dimension of the dilemmas the
discipline is facing, and the
chronological progress of the
field is reviewed, hence
providing a comprehensive
overview of the topic. The book
deals with the issues about the
origins of Islamic economics,
the basic methodological
questions, the use of the
opportunities offered by fiqh in
the methodological discussions
and the main problems arising
from the encounter with other
cultures and civilizations. It
offers practical solutions,
despite the differing schools of
thought, not unlike the
development of conventional
Economics where radical
differences between Keynesian,
Classical and Monetarist
approaches existed. It
concludes by incorporating
some of the finest works that
explain to the reader how
economics-question-papers-from-2000-2013-download

Islamic economics may
progress as a discipline. This
guide will provide both
students and researchers in
Comparative Economic
Studies, Islamic Economics and
Islamic Finance with an
essential overview of the field.
Positive Psychology in the
Middle East/North Africa Louise Lambert 2019-03-30
This volume looks at positive
psychology from a culturallyresponsive, empirically-driven
perspective to avoid a descent
into pseudoscience. Through
evidence-based, regionally
relevant topics in the field of
well-being, this volume shows
how increasing levels of
excellence in the GCC region
enhance upon business,
education, research, and social
innovations. Grounded in the
empirical research literature,
each chapter applies
psychological concepts to
locally relevant considerations,
such as culture, religion, and
socio-political contexts, making
this book an essential tool for
understanding positive
psychology and well-being in
the GCC nations and beyond.
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Economic Development
Implications of the Venezuelan
Migrant Crisis - Roger Hosein
2022
This book analyzes the ways in
which the Venezuelan
immigrant community is
making an impact on the social
and economic dynamic of small
economies. This publication
addresses some of the main
economic development
conversations on trade, labor,
and fiscal implications of
immigration. This book
attempts to collate and unpack
some of the relevant
theoretical frameworks which
provide a basis for
policymakers and other key
decision-makers. In this
regard, the links between
immigration and economic
development is discussed with
a focus on Trinidad and Tobago
as a representative case within
the Caribbean community.
Roger Hosein is a Senior
Lecturer in the Department of
Economics at the University of
the West Indies, St. Augustine,
Trinidad and Tobago. He is also
the coordinator of the Trade
and Economic Development
economics-question-papers-from-2000-2013-download

Unit (TEDU) a research cluster
within the Department of
Economics. Anthony Gonzales
is the former Director of the
Institute of International
Relations at the University of
the West Indies, St. Augustine,
Trinidad and Tobago.
Bhoendradatt Tewarie is the
former Vice Chancellor of the
University of the West Indies,
St. Augustine, Trinidad and
Tobago. Rebecca GookoolBosland is a Lecturer in the
Department of Economics at
the University of the West
Indies, St. Augustine, Trinidad
and Tobago.
Competitiveness in the
European Economy - Stefan
Collignon 2014-02-05
This book deals with the
relationship between the
competitiveness of countries in
Europe and the analysis of
macroeconomic imbalances. It
focuses mainly on a European
analysis, along with special
studies of the German
economy, which is rarely
considered to be a cause for
the current crisis. The book
also compares Germany with
Italy, providing a comparative
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perspective on structural
reforms. The first part of this
book analyses macroeconomic
imbalances based on a new
framework from the analysis of
the flow of founds rather than
balance of payments, and
presents an alternative
measure of unit labour cost
comparisons to investigate the
relationship between
imbalances and
competitiveness. The second
part is dedicated to the
analysis of the trade
performance of Germany and
Italy and the sustainability of
the German model in the EMU.
The third part describes the
reform policies implemented by
Germany and their effect on
imbalances; this includes wage
moderation, the labour market
reforms and weak labour
demand. The final part
explores the regional
inequalities within Germany
and Italy, providing useful
lessons regarding fiscal
federalism and regional
banking developments. In
conclusion, a big part of the
problems within the Euro Area
are generated by the use of a
economics-question-papers-from-2000-2013-download

wrong framework of analysis,
where the EMU is considered
as a fixed exchange rate
regime and not a single
country. This book provides an
alternative view which holds at
the core the relationship
between sectors. It is stressed
throughout the book that the
German behaviour has
contributed to the rise of
imbalances between countries
due to its growth model, not
suitable for a big developed
country in a currency union.
This book also finds that
stressing banking integration
within countries helps to
reduce regional inequalities,
which has important
implications for the
management of Europe’s future
banking union and
macroeconomic imbalances.
The Inequality Paradox Douglas McWilliams
2018-10-09
In his illuminating new book,
Douglas McWilliams argues
that inequality is largely driven
not by a conspiracy of the rich,
as Thomas Piketty suggests,
but by technology and
globalization tat have led to the
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paradox of rising inequality
even as worldwide poverty
drops. But what are the
implications of this seeming
contradiction, and what
ultimately drives the global
distribution of wealth? What
can societies do to reshape
capitalism for the 21st century?
Drawing on the latest research,
McWilliams investigates how
wealth is concentrated and why
it persistently remains in the
hands of very few. In accessible
and thought-provoking prose,
McWilliams poses a
comprehensive theory on why
capitalism has not met its
match in the form of
increasingly disparate income
distribution, but warns of the
coming wave of technological
development—the fourth
industrial revolution—that
threatens to create a scarcity
of unskilled jobs that will lead
to even greater inequality and
explains what governments can
do to prepare for this.From the
inquisitive layperson to the
professional economist or
policymaker, The Inequality
Paradox is essential reading for
understanding the global
economics-question-papers-from-2000-2013-download

economy in its present state.
McWilliams is a fresh,
authoritative voice entering the
global discussion, making this
book indispensable in
preparing for the imminent
economic challenges of our
changing world.
Managing Globalization in
the Asian Century - Hal Hill
2016-11-17
The global centre of gravity
continues to shift to the AsiaPacific, the most dynamic
region in the world. These
economies have generally
grown faster for longer periods
of time than any other major
region in world history. Their
embrace of globalization has
been a central feature, and
driver, of their dynamism. The
management of Asia-Pacific
economic integration and
globalization is crucial not only
for the countries themselves
but also for the state of the
global economy, including
importantly latecomer
developing economies who look
to the region for analytical and
development policy lessons.
Twenty-eight leading
international authorities in the
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field, drawn from nine
countries, provide a
comprehensive examination of
the causes, consequences and
challenges of globalization, in a
volume that celebrates the
distinguished career of
Professor Prema-Chandra
Athukorala.Among the major
issues examined are the
region's distinctive approach to
trade liberalization, the effects
of economic growth on poverty
reduction and the labour
market, the special challenges
of by-passed regions, the role
of ideas in influencing policy
making, the modalities of
connecting to global
production networks, and the
importance of remittances in
economic development. Several
country case studies provide
in-depth analyses of
development processes and
outcomes. These include
episodes in economic
development, the challenges
faced by transition economies,
the macroeconomics of
adjusting to slower growth and
rising debt in advanced
economies, and the so-called
middle-income trap
economics-question-papers-from-2000-2013-download

phenomenon.
Economic Diversification
Policies in Natural Resource
Rich Economies - Sami
Mahroum 2016-08-05
Economic diversification
remains at the top of the
agenda for hundreds of regions
around the world. From the
single commodity economies of
African countries and the
Caribbean, to the many single
industry regions of Europe and
North America, as well as the
oil and gas rich but volatile
hydrocarbon economies.
Economic diversification
policies have been around for
almost a century with varying
degrees of success and failure.
Economic Diversification
Policies in Natural Resource
Rich Economies takes a special
interest in the policy
experiences of a set of different
countries that have extractive
industries representing
significant drivers of their
economies and subsequently
are significant contributors to
government revenues. It
explores twelve cases including
upper-middle to high income
economies such as Canada,
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Australia, Iceland and Norway,
emerging economies such as
Latin America, the GCC (Saudi
and UAE), Kazakhstan,
Malaysia and Russia, as well as
the developing economy of
Uganda. Each chapter provides
a review of economic
diversification experiences
including policy environment,
diversification strategies,
desired outcomes, the role of
government, and a critical
evaluation of achievements.
This book is suitable for those
who study environmental
economics, development
economics and resource
management.
Central Bank Regulation and
the Financial Crisis - Miao Han
2015-10-20
The respective legal
frameworks that control
central banks are shaped by
whether they are market
oriented or government
controlled. However such stark
distinction between these two
categories has been challenged
in view of the varying styles of
crisis management
demonstrated by different
central banks during the crisis.
economics-question-papers-from-2000-2013-download

This book uses comparative
analysis to investigate how the
global financial crisis
challenged the role played by
central banks in maintaining
financial stability. Focusing on
four central banks including
the US Federal Reserve
System, the Bank of England,
the Bank of Japan and the
People's Bank of China, it
illustrates the similarities
between the banks prior to the
crisis, and their similar policy
responses in the wake of the
crisis. It demonstrates how
each operated with varying
levels of independence while
performing very differently and
facing different tasks. The book
identifies some central
explanatory variables for this
behavior, addressing the
mismatch of similar risk
management solutions and
varying outcomes. Central
Bank Regulation and The
Financial Crisis: A Comparative
Analysis explores the legal
challenges within central bank
regulation presented by the
global financial crisis. It
emphasizes the importance of,
and the limitations involved in,
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legal order and argue that in
spite of integration and
globalization, significant
differences exist in central
banks' approaches to risk
management and financial
stability.
Globalization in Africa - Usman
A. Tar 2016-10-28
This book critically examines
the impact of globalization on
development, security, and the
environment in Africa. It
assesses multiple fronts of
crises unleashed by
globalization: development and
governance, peace and
security, and environment and
sustainability. This edited
volume also identifies and
discusses the challenges and
opportunities that globalization
poses to African states and
societies.
Globalisation Impacts Amitendu Palit 2022
The book reviews globalisation
by identifying causes behind
the discontent it has produced
in recent years. It variously
engages in economics, political
economy, development and
policy discourses to study
experiences of countries and
economics-question-papers-from-2000-2013-download

institutions in managing and
adjusting to globalisation.
Extending the analysis to latest
global developments, including
the remarkable advance of
technology and digitalisation,
and political and economic
upheavals caused by COVID19,
the book collects varied
academic perspectives and
reflects on the present as well
as future. Comprising chapters
written by distinguished
academics and policy experts,
the book is a rare collection of
cross-disciplinary objective
evaluations of globalisation.
Wealthier, Fairer Scotland Michael Keating 2017-03-08
The ambition of the Scottish
Government is to create a
wealthier and fairer nation.
Following the devolution acts
of 1998, 2012 and 2016, it has
extensive powers and
resources to fulfill its ambition.
This interdisciplinary collection
of essays asks how it can be
achieved, given the range of
powers available, economic
constraints, institutions and
public support. Looking at
economic policy, taxation and
welfare, it provides a realistic
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analysis of the opportunities
and constraints facing a small,
devolved nation. After years of
debate on what powers
Scotland should have, this book
examines how they might be
used to shape the country's
future.
Education in Thailand - Gerald
W. Fry 2018-11-01
This interdisciplinary book
offers a critical analysis of Thai
education and its evolution,
providing diverse perspectives
and theoretical frameworks. In
the past five decades Thailand
has seen impressive economic
success and it is now a middleincome country that provides
development assistance to
poorer countries. However,
educational and social
development have lagged
considerably behind itsglobally
recognized economic success.
This comprehensive book
covers each level of education,
such as higher and
vocational/technical education,
and such topics as
internationalization,
inequalities and disparities,
alternative education, nonformal and informal education,
economics-question-papers-from-2000-2013-download

multilingual education,
educational policy and
planning, and educational
assessment. The 25 Thai and 8
international contributors to
the volume include well-known
academics and practitioners.
Thai education involves
numerous paradoxes, which
are identified and explained.
While Thailand has
impressively expanded its
educational system
quantitatively with much
massification, quality problems
persist at all levels. As such,
the final policy-oriented
summary chapter suggests
strategies to enable Thailand to
escape “the middle income
trap” and enhance the quality
of its education to ensure its
long-term developmental
success.
The Need for Humility in
Policymaking - Stefanie
Haeffele 2019-08-22
This volume intends to
cultivate an appreciation for
the complexity of human
decision making and the
incentives that drive human
behavior. By examining specific
policy changes, it will delve
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into the effects of and lessons
learned from regulations in
financial markets, computer
and internet governance, and
health care innovation and
delivery.
The Regional Economics of
Technological Transformations
- Roberta Capello 2021-08-31
The Regional Economics of
Technological Transformations
provides a comprehensive
overview of 4.0 technological
transformations in Europe and
their socio-economic impact,
with a particular emphasis on
the regional dimension of the
phenomena. The authors
employ extensive original data
and robust quantitative
methods to analyse
technological change in all
regions of the 27 EU countries
plus the UK and shed light on
this trend for Europe and
beyond. Structured in four
parts, the book first looks at
conceptual definitions,
empirical measurements and
expected impacts on both the
economic performance (GDP
and productivity growth) and
the labour market, and then
moves on to analyse where 4.0
economics-question-papers-from-2000-2013-download

technological transformation
actually takes place in Europe
and the reasons for this. Next,
it offers original empirical
evidence on the impacts of the
different transformations, and
of their intertwined effects, on
both the economy and the
society. Finally, the book
explores the policy implications
of this technological
transformation. This book will
be valuable reading for
advanced students, researchers
and policymakers working
across regional economics,
industrial economics and
innovation policy. It will be of
primary interest to regional
scientists interested in the
field, who may enjoy the
conceptual and empirical
solutions to the study of a very
complex, timely and still
largely unexplored theme.
Sociologists, engineers and
political economists can benefit
from the book’s analysis,
noting the urgency of the
development of new ethical
rules governing the new digital
and labour markets. Finally,
the book may appeal to
policymakers interested in
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opportunities to increase
regional competitiveness and
sustainability goals through the
advent of 4.0 technologies.
Crisis and Migration - Anna
Lindley 2014-07-11
Crisis and migration have a
long association, in popular
and policy discourse as well as
in social scientific analysis.
Despite the emergence of more
nuanced and even celebratory
accounts of mobility in recent
years, there remains a
persistent emphasis on
migration being either a
symptom or a cause of crisis.
Moreover, in the context of a
recent series of headlinehitting and politically
controversial situations, terms
like ‘migration crisis’ and
‘crisis migration’ are acquiring
increasing currency among
policy-makers and academics.
Crisis and Migration provides
fresh perspectives on this
routine association, critically
examining a series of politically
controversial situations around
the world. Drawing on firsthand research into the Arab
uprisings, conflict and famine
in the Horn of Africa, cartel
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violence in Latin America, the
global economic crisis, and
immigration ‘crises’ from East
Asia to Southern Africa to
Europe, the book’s contributors
situate a set of contemporary
crises within longer histories of
social change and human
mobility, showing the
importance of treating crisis
and migration as
contextualised processes,
rather than isolated events. By
exploring how migration and
crisis articulate as lived
experiences and political
constructs, the book brings
migration from the margins to
the centre of discussions of
social transformation and
crisis; illuminates the acute
politicisation and diverse
spatialisations of
crisis–migration relationships;
and urges a nuanced, cautious
and critical approach to
associations of crisis and
migration.
The Challenges for Russia's
Politicized Economic System Susanne Oxenstierna
2015-04-10
During the early 2000s the
market liberalization reforms
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to the Russian economy, begun
in the 1990s, were
consolidated. But since the mid
2000s economic policy has
moved into a new phase,
characterized by more state
intervention with less
efficiency and more structural
problems. Corruption, weak
competitiveness, heavy
dependency on energy exports,
an unbalanced labour market,
and unequal regional
development are trends that
have arisen and which, this
book argues, will worsen
unless the government changes
direction. The book provides an
in-depth analysis of the current
Russian economic system,
highlighting especially
structural and institutional
defects, and areas where
political considerations are
causing distortions, and puts
forward proposals on how the
present situation could be
remedied.
The Politics of Welfare State
Transformation in Germany Christof Schiller 2016-04-20
How can we best analyse
contemporary welfare state
change? And how can we
economics-question-papers-from-2000-2013-download

explain and understand the
politics of it? This book
contributes to these questions
both empirically and
theoretically by concentrating
on one of the least likely cases
for welfare state
transformation in Europe. It
analyzes in detail how and why
institutional change has taken
Germany’s welfare state from a
conservative towards a new
work-first regime. Christof
Schiller introduces a novel
analytical framework to make
sense of the politics of welfare
state transformation by
providing the missing link: the
capacity of the core executive
over time. Examining the policy
making process in labour
market policy in the period
between 1980 and 2010, he
identifies three different policy
making episodes and analyses
their interaction with
developments and changes in
such policy areas as pension
policy, family policy, labour
law, tax policy and social
assistance. The book advances
existing efforts aimed at
conceptualizing and measuring
welfare state change by
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proposing a clear-cut
conceptualization of social
policy regime change and
introduces a comprehensive
analysis of the transformation
of the welfare-work nexus
between 1980 and 2010 in
Germany. This book will be of
interest to students and
scholars of social policy,
comparative welfare state
reform, welfare politics,
government, governance,
public policy, German politics,
European politics, political
economy, sociology and
history.
The economics of teff:
Exploring Ethiopia’s biggest
cash crop - Minten, Bart
2018-07-19
Considerable poverty and food
insecurity in Ethiopia,
combined with the
overwhelming majority of
Ethiopians who depend on
agriculture for their
livelihoods, make agricultural
transformation a crucial
development goal for the
country. One promising
improvement is to increase
production of teff, the calorieand nutrient-rich but loweconomics-question-papers-from-2000-2013-download

yielding staple. The Economics
of Teff: Exploring Ethiopia’s
Biggest Cash Crop examines
key aspects of teff production,
marketing, and consumption,
with a focus on opportunities
for and challenges to further
growth. The authors identify
ways to realize teff’s potential,
including improving
productivity and resilience,
selecting and scaling up new
technologies, establishing
distribution systems adapted to
different areas’ needs,
managing labor demand and
postharvest operations, and
increasing access to larger and
more diverse markets. The
book’s analysis and policy
conclusions should be useful to
policy makers, researchers,
and others concerned with
Ethiopia’s economic
development.
Taxing Ourselves, fifth edition Joel Slemrod 2017-06-02
The new edition of a popular
guide to the key issues in tax
reform, presented in a clear,
nontechnical, and unbiased
way. To follow the debate over
tax reform, the interested
citizen is often forced to choose
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between misleading sound
bites and academic treatises.
Taxing Ourselves bridges the
gap between the oversimplified
and the arcane, presenting the
key issues clearly and without
a political agenda. Tax policy
experts Joel Slemrod and Jon
Bakija lay out in accessible
language what is known and
not known about how taxes
affect the economy and offer
guidelines for evaluating tax
systems—both the current tax
system and proposals to reform
it. This fifth edition has been
extensively revised to
incorporate the latest data,
empirical evidence, and tax
law. It offers new material on
recent tax reform proposals,
expanded coverage of
international tax issues, and
the latest enforcement
initiatives. Offering historical
perspectives, outlining the
basic criteria by which tax
policy should be judged
(fairness, economic impact,
enforceability), examining
proposals for both radical
change (replacement of the
income tax with a flat tax or
consumption tax) and
economics-question-papers-from-2000-2013-download

incremental changes to the
current system, and concluding
with a voter's guide, the book
provides readers with enough
background to make informed
judgments about how we
should tax ourselves. Praise for
earlier editions “An excellent
book.” —Jeff Medrick, New
York Times “A fair-minded
exposition of a politically
loaded subject.” —Kirkus
Reviews
Capitalism without Capital Jonathan Haskel 2018-10-16
Early in the twenty-first
century, a quiet revolution
occurred. For the first time, the
major developed economies
began to invest more in
intangible assets, like design,
branding, and software, than in
tangible assets, like machinery,
buildings, and computers. For
all sorts of businesses, the
ability to deploy assets that one
can neither see nor touch is
increasingly the main source of
long-term success. But this is
not just a familiar story of the
so-called new economy.
Capitalism without Capital
shows that the growing
importance of intangible assets
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has also played a role in some
of the larger economic changes
of the past decade, including
the growth in economic
inequality and the stagnation of
productivity. Jonathan Haskel
and Stian Westlake explore the
unusual economic
characteristics of intangible
investment and discuss how an
economy rich in intangibles is
fundamentally different from
one based on tangibles.
Capitalism without Capital
concludes by outlining how
managers, investors, and
policymakers can exploit the
characteristics of an intangible
age to grow their businesses,
portfolios, and economies.
Policy-Making in the GCC - Neil
Quilliam 2017-09-11
The GCC is a major player in
the post-2011 reordering of the
Middle East. Despite the rise in
prominence of individual Gulf
states - especially Kuwait,
Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the
United Arab Emirates - and the
growth of the GCC as a
collective entity, surprisingly
little attention has been paid to
the actual mechanics of policymaking in the region. This book
economics-question-papers-from-2000-2013-download

analyses the vital role that
institutions are coming to play
in shaping policy in the Gulf
Arab states. The research
coincides with two key
developments that have given
institutions new importance in
the policy process: the
emergence of a new generation
of leaders in the Gulf, and the
era of low oil prices. Both
developments, along with
dramatic demographic change,
have compelled state and
citizens to re-evaluate the
nature of the social contract
that binds them together.
Contributors assess the
changing relationship between
state and citizen and evaluate
the role that formal and
informal institutions play in
mediating such change and
informing policy.The book
shows how academic, social
and economic institutions are
responding to the increasingly
complex process of decisionmaking, where citizens demand
better services and further
empowerment, and states are
obliged to seek wider counsel,
although wanting to retain
ultimate authority. With
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contributions from both
academics and practitioners,
this book will be highly
relevant for researchers and
policymakers alike.
Rethinking Dwelling - Jeff
Malpas 2021-07-15
Over the last twenty years, Jeff
Malpas' research has involved
his engagement with architects
and other academics around
the issues of place,
architecture and landscape and
particularly the way these
practitioners have used the
work of Martin Heidegger. In
Rethinking Dwelling, Malpas'
primary focus is to rethink of
these issues in a way that is
directly informed by an
understanding of place and the
human relation it. With essays
on a range of architectural and
design concerns, as well as
engaging with other thinkers
on topics including textuality in
architecture, contemporary
high-rise construction, the
significance of the line, the
relation between building and
memory and the idea of
authenticity in architecture,
this book departs from the
traditional phenomenological
economics-question-papers-from-2000-2013-download

focus and provides students
and scholars with a new
ontological assessment of
landscape and architecture. As
such, it may also be used on
other 'spatial' or 'topographic'
disciplines including
geography, sociology,
anthropology, and art in which
the 'spatial turn' has been so
important.
The Political Economy of
Microfinance - Philip Mader
2016-01-12
According to the author, rather
than alleviating poverty,
microfinance financialises
poverty. By indebting poor
people in the Global South, it
drives financial expansion and
opens new lands of opportunity
for the crisis-ridden global
capital markets. This book
raises fundamental concerns
about this widely-celebrated
tool for social development.
Human Rights and Universal
Child Primary Education - Fait
Muedini 2015-06-16
This book focuses on all issues
related to the human right of
child primary education. It
addresses issues of access to
education, the benefits of
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schooling, primary education
and human rights law, the role
of states and NGOs towards
improving enrolment rates, as
well as policy
recommendations.
The Right Price - Peter J.
Neumann 2021
The prescription drug market -Proposed solutions for rising
drug prices -- Measuring the
value of prescription drugs -Measuring drug value : whose
job is it anyway? -- Institute for
Clinical and Economic Review
(ICER) -- Other US value
assessment frameworks -- Do
drugs for special populations
warrant higher prices? -Improving value measurement
-- Aligning prices with value -The path forward.
Climate Change, Security
Risks and Conflict
Reduction in Africa Charlène Cabot 2016-11-04
Millions of people are already
affected by weather-related
shocks every year in West
Africa and climate change is
highly likely to increase these
threats. In the wake of climate
change, rising temperatures,
increasingly irregular rainfall
economics-question-papers-from-2000-2013-download

and more frequent natural
hazards will endanger the ways
of life of vulnerable population
groups in this region and
destabilize their human
security. A surge in violence
and conflicts could take place.
One of the conflict
constellations could be
between farmers and herders.
These groups are highly
vulnerable to climate change
due to their dependence on
natural resources Millions of
people are already affected by
weather-related shocks every
year in West Africa and climate
change is highly likely to
increase these threats. In the
wake of climate change, rising
temperatures, increasingly
irregular rainfall and more
frequent natural hazards will
endanger the ways of life of
vulnerable population groups
in this region and destabilize
their human security. A surge
in violence and conflicts could
take place. One of the conflict
constellations could be
between farmers and herders.
These groups are highly
vulnerable to climate change
due to their dependence on
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natural resources for their
subsistence. Furthermore, they
are historically prone to enter
into conflict over issues of
access to natural resources.
However, social, economic and
political circumstances
fundamentally influence
environmental conflicts. There
might thus be opportunities to
face the societal challenges of
climate change in a peaceful
way and the political and
institutional framework could
play an important role in
reducing conflict and violence.
In order to explore such a path,
this study analyses the
potential of political factors
(policies and institutions) for
the reduction of climatechange-induced or aggravated
conflicts between farmers and
herders. After a theoretical
demonstration, a case study of
agro-pastoral conflicts in
Burkina Faso, Côte d’Ivoire,
and Ghana is conducted. their
subsistence. Furthermore, they
are historically prone to enter
into conflict over issues of
access to natural resources.
However, social, economic and
political circumstances
economics-question-papers-from-2000-2013-download

fundamentally influence
environmental conflicts. There
might thus be opportunities to
face the societal challenges of
climate change in a peaceful
way and the political and
institutional framework could
play an important role in
reducing conflict and violence.
In order to explore such a path,
this study analyses the
potential of political factors
(policies and institutions) for
the reduction of climatechange-induced or ‐aggravated
conflicts between farmers and
herders. After a theoretical
demonstration, a case study of
agro-pastoral conflicts in
Burkina Faso, Côte d’Ivoire,
and Ghana is conducted.
What the Luck? - Gary Smith
2016-10-04
In Israel, pilot trainees who
were praised for doing well
subsequently performed worse,
while trainees who were yelled
at for doing poorly performed
better. It is an empirical fact
that highly intelligent women
tend to marry men who are less
intelligent. Students who get
the highest scores in third
grade generally get lower
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scores in fourth grade.And yet,
it's wrong to conclude that
screaming is not more effective
in pilot training, women choose
men whose intelligence does
not intimidate them, or schools
are failing third graders. In
fact, there's one reason for
each of these empirical facts:
Statistics. Specifically, a
statical concept called
Regression to the
Mean.Regression to the mean
seeks to explain, with statistics,
the role of luck in our day to
day lives. An insufficient
appreciation of luck and
chance can wreak all kinds of
mischief in sports, education,
medicine, business, politics,
and more. It can lead us to see
illness when we are not sick
and to see cures when
treatments are worthless.
Perfectly natural random
variation can lead us to attach
meaning to the
meaningless.Freakonomics
showed how economic
calculations can explain
seemingly counterintuitive
decision-making. Thinking,
Fast and Slow, helped readers
identify a host of small
economics-question-papers-from-2000-2013-download

cognitive errors that can lead
to miscalculations and
irrational thought. In What the
Luck?, statistician and author
Gary Smith sets himself a
similar goal, and explains--in
clear, understandable, and
witty prose--how a statistical
understanding of luck can
change the way we see just
about every aspect of our
lives...and can help us learn to
rely less on random chance,
and more on truth.
Perspectives on Global
Development 2017
International Migration in a
Shifting World - OECD
2016-12-12
Perspectives on Global
Development 2017 presents an
overview of the shifting of
economic activity to developing
countries and examines
whether this shift has led to an
increase in international
migration towards developing
countries.
The Sports Business in The
Pacific Rim - Young Hoon Lee
2014-10-31
Following consistent and rapid
general economic growth,
Pacific Rim countries have
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grown as a major force in
sports. Australia, China, Japan
and Korea populated the top
ten medals list at the 2012
London Olympics. Pacific Rim
countries are major consumers
of international sports and
domestic professional sports
have expanded continuously
over time. Nippon Professional
Baseball and the Korean
Baseball Organization are the
second and third largest
baseball leagues measured by
attendance and revenue
following Major League
Baseball in the U.S. This book
also includes event studies of
team ownership, assessment of
human capital markets,
analysis of the relationship
between attendance and
competitive balance, the
components of fan demand in
common the world over, and
business decisions concerning
attendance and pricing. There
is already demand for
comprehensive study of the
sports business in the Pacific
Rim as witnessed by this
growth. This book will be of
interest of researchers
studying and/or teaching in the
economics-question-papers-from-2000-2013-download

fields of sports economics and
sports management as well as
a general audience interested
in business governance around
the world.
The China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor of the
Belt and Road Initiative Siegfried O. Wolf 2019-06-20
This book focuses on the
implementation of the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC), a multi-billion-dollar
infrastructure development
project intended to connect
Asia with Europe, the Middle
East and Africa. By introducing
a new analytical approach to
the study of economic
corridors, it gauges the
anticipated economic and
geopolitical impacts on the
region and discusses whether
the CPEC will serve as a
pioneer project for future
regional cooperation between
and integration of sub-national
regions such as Balochistan,
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, the
Federally Administered Tribal
Areas, and Gilgit-Baltistan.
Further, it explores the
interests, expectations and
policy approaches of both
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Chinese and Pakistani local and
central governments with
regard to the CPEC’s
implementation. Given its
scope, the book will appeal to
regional and spatial sciences
scholars, as well as social
scientists interested in the
regional impacts of economic
corridors. It also offers
valuable information for
policymakers in countries
participating in the Belt-andRoad Initiative or other
Chinese-supported
development projects.
ECEG2013- 13th European
Conference on eGovernment Walter Castelnovo 2013-06-13
These proceedings represent
the work of authors at the 13th
European Conference on eGovernment (ECEG 2013). The
Conference this year is hosted
by the Iuniversity of Insubria in
Como, Italy. The Conference
Chair is Professor Walter
Castelnovo and the Programme
Chair is Professor Elena
Ferrari, both are fro the
Department of Theoretical and
Applied Sciences at the
University of Insubria. The
opening keynote address is
economics-question-papers-from-2000-2013-download

given by Dr Gianluca Misuraca
from the European
Commission, Joint Research
Centre, Institute for
Prospective Technological
Studies, Seville, Spain and
Gianluca is addressing the
topic "eGovernment: Past,
Present & Future: A policyresearch perspective for
renewing governance in the
digital age." The second day of
the conference is opened by Dr
Antoinio Cordella from the
London School of Economics,
London, UK, who will talk
about "Public value creation:
the new challenge for egovernment policies." ECEG
brings together, researchers,
Government officials and
practitioners in the area of eGovernment from around the
world. Participants are able to
share their research findings
and explore the latest
developments and trends in the
field which can then be
disseminated to the wider
community. With an initial
submission of 153 abstracts,
after the double blind, peer
review process there are
papers published in these
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Conference Proceedings from
40 countries including
Australia, Austria, Belgium,
Brazil, Canada, China, Costa
Rica, Croatia, Denmark, Eygpt,
Germany, Greece, India, Iran,
Iraq, Ireland, Italy, Latvia,
Lithuania, Luxembourg,
Malaysia, Netherlands, New
Zealand, Norway, Pakistan,
Poland, Romania, Russia, Saudi
Arabia, Serbia, Slovenia, South
Africa, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, Taiwan, Thailand,
Turkey, UK and USA. This will
ensure a very interesting two
days.
Land Grabbing and Home
Country Development - Ariane
Goetz 2019-05-31
Since 2008, foreign land
acquisitions have attracted

economics-question-papers-from-2000-2013-download

international attention under
the term »land grabbing.«
Illustrated by rich and nuanced
empirical accounts of forty
Chinese and British investment
projects in Sub-Saharan Africa,
Ariane Goetz explains the
phenomenon of »land
grabbing« from the perspective
of two investor countries. She
reflects on Chinese and British
public policy, state-society
relations, national
developmental contexts,
ideologies, and international
relations and thereby gives
insights into the political
economies that enable these
investments as well as the
development ambitions and
institutionalized paradigms of
which they form a part.
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